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Confidence has returned to Alberta’s Industrial real estate market on the back of sustained $100 Oil and several substantial
major project announcements. Alberta continues to lead all other provinces in the recovery from the COVID - 19 pandemic.
Concerns of rising inflation, interest rates and a slowing global economy have failed to overshadow this optimism.
Less than a decade ago, Edmonton was the most expensive Industrial Rental market of Canada's major cities but now trails
Vancouver, Toronto and Montreal. In addition to the afore-mentioned confidence over the past 12 months, local industrial rental
rates have risen on the back of diminishing availability and with vacancy dropping by around 2% since January 2021 (vacancy
decreased from 6.2% in January 2021 to 4.2% in April 2022) we expect rates to continue to increase through summer and into
the fall. In addition to construction costs and time to build increasing, Tenants now wanting to renew their existing lease or look
for new or additional space need to act now or be prepared for rising rates in the second half of the year and into 2023 as
vacancy rates head toward 3%.
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3 TAKE AWAYS FOR MAY 2022:
1. VACANCY: a touch over 4% at the beginning of May, stabilized through early spring but expect pressure on availability
late summer/fall.
2. GROSS RATES: Starting to push $20 SF gross rate (incl. NNN) in municipalities for low site coverage + cranes. Gross
Rate = all-in rate, including:
- Base Rent, Property Tax, Building Insurance, Admin, Repairs and Maintenance
3. LABOUR: Business owners are finding it challenging to find adequate staff (something we hear almost daily). Obviously
not only an industrial business issue - retailers, professional services etc. are all experiencing the same issues.

RECENT NOTEABLE TRANSACTIONS

SOLD: 9701 99 Street, Clairmont

AVAILABLE: 14505 118 Ave, EDM

AICRE is pleased to announce the recent sale of Trican Well
Service’s Clairmont production and transportation facility
located at 9701 99 Street, Clairmont. The 48,200 SF shop on
15.52 acres sold for $7.2 million to a local purchaser. Trican
is the largest pressure pumping service company in Canada
and provides an array of oilfield and oilwell services.

For Lease
High-exposure warehouse, showroom, office and yard
7,818 – 16,636 SF on 3.2 Acres (+/-)
Demising options available
Parking available
2 Grade loading doors
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